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Abstract—A new system aggregation technique was proposed
to analyze hybrid production lines. Different from the
traditional techniques, new lines consisting of “equivalent”
machines were set up and the parameters of machines were
renewed repeatedly rather than fixed in the process of whole
aggregation. Meanwhile, forward aggregation and backward
aggregation alternately proceeded until steady system
parameters of production lines were gotten. The comparison
analysis between the technique and the traditional aggregation
technique was done by numerical experiments. The advantages
and applying circumstance of the new aggregation technique
were also specified by numerical results.
Index Terms—Hybrid production line, System performance,
Aggregation technique.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a production system is generally a
hybrid system [1]. An amount of work has been devoted to the
modeling and analysis of transfer and production lines using
analytical methods since the early 1950’s because of their
economic importance as well as academic interest. A
comprehensive survey presented by Dallery and Gershwin [2]
provides extensive and elaborate reviews up to 1992. Li J. et
al. [3] offers a supplementary review up to 2007. Readers can
also refer to some books [4] on how to model and analyze
transfer lines. The two-machine lines are the basis of
researching longer production lines. For the models of two
machines, such as discrete model, synchronous model,
asynchronous model, continuous model, homogeneous model,
non-homogeneous model, etc, the approximate solutions have
been obtained by some scholars [5]. Now further works have
been devoted to the analysis of longer production lines [6].
However, it is very difficult (is not hopeless) to obtain exact
analytical solutions of production lines with more than three
machines. The major reason is that the system states increase
exponentially with the increase of machines. The curse of
dimensionality makes such problems intractable even if more
powerful computers are available. It appears that “it is
difficult to program, ill-behaved, and not extendable to larger
problems” [7]. So far to value and analyze the longer
production lines, three main approximate techniques have
been proposed: decomposition method [7], aggregation
method [8] and simulation method.
The idea of decomposition method is to decompose the
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original production line into a set of two-machine lines, and
the behavior of the two-machine lines closely approximates
that of the original production line. Many scholars do a great
deal of work to increase the efficiency of the technique, such
as Dallery Y. and Bihan H. L. [9], Colledani M. and Tolio T.
[10], etc. The technique seem to find a balance between
complexity and reliability, for example, more simplified and
high convergent algorithms such as ADDX,BDDX, etc, are
offered and developed [11], [12]. Moreover, the method has
been developed and widely utilized to study production lines
with complex construction, e.g. parallel lines [13],
assembly/disassembly lines [14], closed loop system [15], etc.
The idea of aggregation method is to replace a buffer and
the two surrounding machines by a single “equivalent”
machine, and step by step, the whole line can be aggregated
into a single “equivalent” machine so that the system
performance can be estimated by the last “equivalent”
machine. Compared with decomposition method, the
aggregation method has larger analysis error on some models
of production line. But it can be utilized directly to analyze
both homogeneous production line and non-homogeneous
production line without any transformation of model. In this
respect, the decomposition method cannot do it. The method
is widely utilized by following scholars. The simulation
method is comparatively accurate, whereas it is
time-consuming.
Motivated by the literature [16], the paper proposes a new
aggregation technique. Different from traditional aggregation
method, the parameters of first machine and last machine are
renewed by “equivalent” machine gotten in aggregation
process. A new line consisting of “equivalent” machines is set
up after a forward (or backward) aggregation process.
Forward aggregation and backward aggregation alternately
proceed until steady system parameters of production lines
are gotten. For the convenience of comparing the technique
with traditional aggregation method, the data in the literature
[6] are utilized in numerical experiments. The new
aggregation technique proposed in the paper is specified by
numerical results. The new aggregation technique
complements and develops the system analysis techniques of
hybrid production lines.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
A typical production line which consists of N machines
M i , i 1, 2,3, , N  and N  1 buffers Bi , i 1, 2,3, , N  1 is
shown in Fig.1. New material or parts flow from outside of the
system to the first machine M 1 , then to the
buffer Bi , i 1, 2, , N  1 , machine M i , i 2,3, , N  ,
finally out of the system.
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III. A NEW SYSTEM AGGREGATION METHOD
A. Traditional System Aggregation Method
For analysis of production line with many unreliable
machines, the literature [8] has proposed an aggregation
method.
The idea of the method is to replace a buffer and the two
surrounding machines by a single “equivalent” machine
whose behavior is similar with the original two-machine line.
Step by step, for a N-machine line, an system aggregated
model consisting of just one “equivalent” machine can be
obtained finally. Then the throughput of the N-machine
system is gotten by the average production rate of the final
“equivalent” machine. The aggregation process from upside
of the line is as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Production line.

The machines are all unreliable. Assume that the machine
M i , i ∈ {1, 2 , 3, L , N } up and down times is
independent and exponentially distributed with means 1/ pi
respectively.
1/ ri
i ∈ {1 , 2 , L , N }
C i , i ∈ {1, 2 , L , N − 1} is the buffer size of buffe
B i , i ∈ {1, 2 , L , N − 1} . Blockage occurs if the machine

and

M i , i ∈ {1, 2,3,L , N − 1} is operational and the buffer
level ni , i ∈ {1, 2, L , N − 1} of the next downstream buffer
Bi , i ∈ {1, 2,L , N − 1} reaches its capacity Ci , i ∈ {1, 2,L , N − 1} .
“Starvation” occurs if the machine M i , i ∈ {2,3,L , N } is

operational and the buffer level n i , i ∈ {1, 2 , L , N − 1} of
the adjacent upstream buffer B i , i ∈ {1, 2, L , N − 1} is zero.

} denote the maximum
production rate of the machine M i , i ∈ {1, 2 , 3, L , N } . Let
Let

Si,i ∈

{1 , 2 , 3 , L

, N

αi (t ) ∈{0,1}, i ∈{1, 2,L, N} denote the state of the machine
Mi , i ∈{1,2,3,L, N} and be a continuous-time Markov process
respectively. The equation α i (t ) = 1, i ∈ {1, 2,L , N } indicates

Fig. 2. Aggregation process.

In Fig. 2, M ie , i  1, 2,..N  1 is the corresponding
“equivalent” machine. The method view from upstream is
called forward aggregation. The method view from
downstream is called backward aggregation. If the hybrid
method is utilized, then it is called “hybrid aggregation”. For
the advantages, disadvantages or more details of the methods,
please refers to [8], [17], etc, for more help.

that the machine M i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, L , N } is operational and
αi (t) = 0, i ∈{1,2,L, N} indicates the machine is under repair.

Assume that there are always parts available at the input of the
system and spaces available at the output of the system.
Meanwhile, assume that the failures are all operation
dependent. Then e i = S i ri ( ri + p i ) , i ∈ {1, 2 , L , N }

B. A New System Aggregation Method
The aggregation process of traditional aggregation method
stops when the whole production line is aggregated into an
“equivalent” machine and the throughput of the system can be
obtained by the parameters of the “equivalent” machine.

is the average independent production rate of the
machine M i , i ∈ {1 , 2 , 3 , L , N } . The average
production rate of the machine M i , i ∈ {1, 2 , 3 , L , N } in
the line is
Ei  Si ri (ri  pi ) prob(i  1, ni 1  0, ni  Ci ) , i 1, 2,3,

, N .

Due to the line is a conserve system, the system throughput
E of the line in a long run is as follows:

E  E1  E2 

 EN

(1)

The system average buffer level ni of the buffer

Bi , i 1, 2,3,
Ci

ni   ni
n 0

, N  1 is as follows:



i ,i1 1,0

p(ni ,  i , i 1 ), i {1, 2,..., N  1) (2)

The production system throughput E and average buffer
level ni , i 1, 2,3, , N  1 are main system performance
parameters of production lines. Our objective in the paper is
to estimate the system throughput of lines by a new
aggregation method.

Fig. 3. New aggregation technique.
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Based on the principle of system aggregation, a new system
aggregation method motivated by the literature [16] is
proposed here. Fig. 3 shows the new aggregation technique
started from the backward aggregation.
Firstly, the backward aggregation is adopted. The pseudo
“equivalent” machine M Nb 1 in Fig. 3 is obtained by the

rie 

2
ri [ ie ]（
Si  ie）(ri  pi )2 (ri 1  pi 1 )
.
S pi ri  (ri 1  pi 1 )  Si21ri 1 pi 1 (ri  pi )2 [Si ri  ie (ri  pi )]
2
i

e
i

e
e
e
where i , pi and ri is the production rate, breakdown rate
e
and repair rate of machine M i
respectively.



aggregation of machine M N , M N 1 and the buffer BN 1 (the
superscript b of M Nb 1 means that the backward aggregation is
going) . M Nb 2 is obtained by the machine M Nb 1 , M N 2 and

( pi  ri  pi 1  ri 1 )( pi ri 1  pi 1ri ) .
(ri  ri 1 )( pi  pi 1 )Si

b) When Si 1  Si

Si 1ei 1 Ae1Ci  Si ei Be 2Ci  Si ei De  2Ci
,
Ae1Ci  Be 2Ci  De 2Ci
2
e
e 2
ri （
i Si  i）(ri  pi ) (ri 1  pi 1 )
,
pie  2
Si pi ri ie (ri 1  pi 1 )  Si21ri 1 pi 1 (ri  pi )2 [Si ri  ie (ri  pi )]

ie 

the buffer BN 2 . And so on, until the whole line is aggregated
into a pseudo “equivalent” machine M 1b .
Secondly, a new line is set up by the “equivalent” machines
M1b , M 2b , , M Nb 1 obtained in the above backward

2
ri [ ie ]（
Si  ie）(ri  pi )2 (ri 1  pi 1 )
.
S pi ri  (ri 1  pi 1 )  Si21ri 1 pi 1 (ri  pi )2 [Si ri  ie (ri  pi )]
where

rie 

aggregation process and the last machine M N of the original
line. Then the forward aggregation subsequently is adopted to
analyze the new pseudo-line. The “equivalent” machine
M 2f in Fig. 3 is obtained by the aggregation of
machine M 1b , M 2b and the buffer B1 (the superscript f of

ei' 

2
i

e
i

ri
r
2
, ei'1  i 1 , A  rQ
 rQ
i
i [ Si (ri  ri 1  pi 1 )  Si 1 (ri  ri 1  pi )],
ri  pi
ri 1  pi 1

M 2f means that the forward aggregation is going) . M 3f is

B  ri 1 pi Si 1[(Si 1  Si )(ri  ri 1 )  (Si 1 pi  Si pi 1 )  Q],

obtained by the aggregation of machine M 2f , M 3b and the
buffer B2 . And so on, until the whole pseudo-line is

D

aggregated into an “equivalent” machine M Nf .

ei' 1 ( Si 1  Si ei' ) A  Si ei' (1  ei' 1 ) B
,
Si ei' (ei' 1  1)

 1  {ri Si2 (ri 1  ri  pi 1 )  ri 1Si21 (ri  pi  ri 1 )  Si 1Si [(ri  ri 1 ) 2
1
(ri  ri 1 )( pi  pi 1 )  (ri pi 1  ri 1 pi )]}
2Si Si 1 (ri 1  ri )( Si  Si 1 )

Thirdly, another new pseudo-line is set up by utilizing the
“equivalent” machines M 2f , M 3f , , M Nf obtained in the
second step and the machine M 1b . Then the processing similar
to the above processes goes on until steady system parameters
of production lines are obtained.
The new aggregation technique is different from the
traditional method. In the literature [8], the aggregation
process of traditional method is one-way aggregation.
However, the forward aggregation and backward aggregation
alternately proceeded in the new method. Furthermore, our
method builds new lines by pseudo “equivalent” machines
obtained in the process of aggregation, meanwhile, the
parameters of all machines including the first and the last
machine in the line are not fixed and renewed repeatedly by
aggregation.
When upstream machine M i , downstream machine M i 1
e
and buffer Bi are replaced by an “equivalent” machine M i in

( S i ri + S i + 1 ri + 1 ) Q
,
2 S i S i + 1 ( ri + 1 + ri )( S i + 1 − S i )

2 

Q  [Si (ri 1  ri  pi 1 )  Si 1 (ri  pi  ri 1 )]2  4Si Si 1 pi pi 1 .
2) If Si 1  Si

ie 

S i ei Ae γ 1Ci + S i +1ei +1 Be γ 2 Ci + S i +1ei +1 De − γ 2 C i
,
Ae γ 1Ci + Be γ 2 Ci + De − γ 2 Ci

pie  {Si ri ie (ri  pi )2 (ri 1  pi 1 )[ pi Si2  ri Si Si 1  ie (ri  pi )(Si  Si 1 )
 ie (ri  pi ) Si ]2 }/{[ pi Si2  ri Si Si 1  ie (ri  pi )(Si  Si 1 )]
[ Si2 pi ri ie (ri 1  pi 1 )  Si 1ri 1 pi 1 (ri  pi )2 ( Si ri  ie (ri  pi ))]},

e
aggregation method, the following parameters of M i can be

ri e  {Si ri [ ie ]2 (ri  pi ) 2 (ri 1  pi 1 )[ pi Si2  ri Si Si 1

deduced by combining the results of the literature [8] with the
results of the literature [16]:

 ie ( ri  pi )( Si  Si 1 )  ie ( ri  pi ) Si ]}/{[ pi Si2

1) If Si 1  Si

 Si 1ri 1 pi 1 ( ri  pi ) 2 ( Si ri  ie ( ri  pi ))]}.

 ri Si Si 1  ie (ri  pi )( Si  Si 1 )][Si2 pi ri ie (ri 1  pi 1 )

a) When Si 1  Si

Then, the throughput of lines can be obtained by the new
aggregation technique.

  Ci

 rr
]
p p
i i 1Si [ pi ( pi 1  ri 1 )  pi 1 ( pi  ri )e
if i  i 1

  Ci
ri ri 1
 ( p  r )( p  r )( p r  p re )
,
ie   i 2i i 1 i 1 i i 1 i 1 i 2
pi pi 1
 Si ri 1 (ri  ri 1 )  Ci rr
i i 1 ( pi 1  ri 1 )

S if
 ( pi 1  ri 1 )2 [ Si (ri  ri 1 )  Ci ri ( pi 1  ri 1 )] i
ri ri1
pie 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For the convenience of specifying the new technique, the
data of the literature [6] are utilized in this paper. Meanwhile,
both homogeneous model and non-homogeneous model of
production lines are examined. Homogeneous lines mean that

2
e
e 2
ri （
i Si  i）(ri  pi ) (ri 1  pi 1 )
,
Si2 pi ri ie (ri 1  pi 1 )  Si21ri 1 pi 1 (ri  pi )2 [Si ri  ie (ri  pi )]
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the processing rates of machines are all equal.
Non-homogeneous lines then means the processing rates of
machines are different.
We first present some typical results obtained in the case of
homogeneous lines. Two lines L1 and L2 , in which all the

starvation can be introduced to the new pseudo-line by
“equivalent” machines obtained by former forward or
backward aggregations. Thus the system process information
of lines can be renewed rapidly and it to some extent reduces
the influence incurred by the impact of blockage and
starvation in aggregation process. So for production lines with
large breakdown rates of machines, our aggregation technique
gets a better estimation. But if the breakdown rates of
machines are comparatively small, our aggregation technique
has larger errors than the traditional technique.
We now consider the case of non-homogeneous lines.
Several examples referred to as lines L3 to L4 are considered.
These examples are again taken in part from [6]. Line L3 has

processing times T are equal to 1 are examined firstly.
Line L1 has N  4 machines. Line L2 has N  10 machines. The
data and the numerical results for the lines are given in Tables
I, II. Our method and the traditional method are evaluated by
comparing their numerical results with the simulation
respectively.
TABEL I: PRODUCTION LINE

L1 ( T  1 )

pi

1
0.04

2
0.02

3
0.03

4
0.02

ri

0.08

0.04

0.06

0.04

Ci

20
Simulation
Traditional Technique
New Technique

0

N  4 machines. Line L4 has N  6 machines. The data and

the numerical results for the lines are given in Table III and
Table IV. Note that these examples are only a few among those
we tested.
TABLE III: PRODUCTION LINE L3

20
0.431
0.327
0.369

TABLE II: PRODUCTION LINE

L2 ( T  1 )

1/pi

1
900

2
50

3
200

4
3000

5
40

6
100

7
100

8
150

9
150

10
200

1/ri

100

10

20

50

5

20

20

30

30

49

Ci

90

20

0

0

20

100

130

150

600

Simulation
Traditional Technique
New Technique

pi

1
0.04

2
0.02

3
0.03

4
0.02

ri

0.08

0.04

0.06

0.04

0
0.95

20
1.05
0.426
0.317
0.358

Ci
Ti

20
1.0
Simulation
Traditional Technique
New Technique

0.698
0.618
0.740

1.0

TABLE IV: PRODUCTION LINE L4

For the line L1 , the breakdown rates of the machines are
large and the buffer capacity is much unbalanced. Compared
with traditional technique, the result obtained by the new
technique is closer to the simulation result. Line L2 has

1/pi

1
9.24

2
45

3
45

4
45

5
45

6
9.24

1/ri

0.76

5

5

5

5

0.76

4

2

Ci
Ti

smaller breakdown rates of machines compared with line L1 .
Meanwhile, the ratio of the average production time 1/pi to
the average breakdown time 1/ri is larger for each machine. It

0.356
0.28
Simulation
Traditional Technique
New Technique

2

2

0.28

0.28

4
0.28
2.116
1.68
2.028

0.347

For the line L3 , there is a little difference on production
rates of machines compared with Line L1 . Compared with the

can be seen in the Table II that the traditional technique gets a
better result. These examples mentioned above are only a few
among those we tested. It can be drawn that for the lines with
more or larger breakdown rates of machines whereas the
repair rates of machines are comparatively fixed, the
technique proposed by the paper provides better estimates of
the throughput of line, e.g. Line L1 , than the traditional

traditional method, our method also gets a better estimation
for L3 because probability of blockage and starvation actually
increases due to the little variation of production rates. Line
L4 is a symmetrical line and the probability of blockage and
starvation of the line is larger than that of Line L3 because the

technique. The main reason is that larger breakdown rates or
larger ratio of breakdown rate to repair rate of machines result
in larger probability of blockage and starvation under the
condition that the ratio of breakdown rate to repair rate of
each machine are equal or nearly equal for homogeneous
lines.
In the traditional aggregation method, the aggregation
process is one-way aggregation and it stops when the whole
production line is aggregated into a pseudo “equivalent”
machine. However, the aggregation technique offered by the
paper builds a new pseudo-line by “equivalent” machines
obtained in former aggregation process. So the parameters of
all machines are renewed repeatedly. That is to say, by our
technique, all information of lines including blockage and

buffers of L4 on the whole have smaller capacity to afford the
production capacity of machines than the buffers of L3 . It can
be seen in Table IV that our method get a better estimation
compared with the traditional method. The main reason is as
same as that when analyzing homogeneous lines above.
In summary, our technique can get a fairly good estimation
of throughput if the breakdown rates of machines are
comparatively large when the ratios of breakdown rate to
repair rate of machines are equal or nearly equal for
homogeneous lines. For non-homogeneous lines, if the
non-homogeneousness of lines results in high occurrence
probabilities of blockage and starvation, then our technique
can get a fairly good estimation. This is because the system
448
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information of lines can be renewed rapidly by our method
and it consequently to some extent reduces the influence
incurred by the impact of blockage and starvation in
aggregation process, and deal with the lines well. Conversely,
the traditional method gets better estimations for lines with
low probability of blockage and starvation.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A new aggregation technique has been proposed to analyze
the performance of hybrid production lines. The comparison
analysis between the technique and the traditional aggregation
method was done by numerical experiments. It can be drawn
that the new technique has advantages to analyzing the lines
with high non-homogeneousness or high occurrence
probability of blockage and starvation. The new technique
complements and develops the system analysis techniques of
hybrid production lines.
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